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Gator Guard is a superior quality epoxy urethane blended liquid bed-liner
for uses such as pick up trucks buses vans delivery vehicles
construction equipment concrete floors farm equipment off the road
construction equipment marine and many other uses This very rugged
product withstands abrasion gasoline acids and has a very high tear
strength Excellent flexibility No isocyanates such as in polyurethane
type products Very low VOC’s.
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Non flammable, non toxic, zero VOC, anti-skid, inexpensive.
Dominion Sure Seal EZ Liner is easy to apply Simply pour
anti skid material into liquid resin stir and apply by spray-
on, roll-on or brush-on. One Kit is enough material for 1
large size truck bed

BEZLG/100105 Black Kit - 1 Gal / 3.78 L
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Our revolutionary new urethane based protective coating is ideally suited for
applications to truck beds replaces drop in plastic liners trailers hoppers
boats off road vehicles RVs and almost anything that requires space age
durability at a down to earth price This rugged coating not only looks good
but it protects surfaces against a wide range of extreme conditions and
extends truck box longevity

BHBLURLV/10003 Kit - 0.45 Gal (1.7 L)
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Shake & Shoot Spray in Bedliner and Multi Purpose Coating: Easy to use,
simply pour Part B into Part A to the fill line, shake for 2 minutes and
“shoot”. This multi purpose coating can be sprayed using Dominion Sure
Seal’s Schutz Gun BUPASS or applied using a brush or roller on virtually
any surface to provide a tough durable finish This spectacular urethane
coating product is fast drying with excellent UV protection Color Black.

BSSBL/1216 Kit - 0.877 Gal (3.32 L)
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This easy to use tintable coating provides a great looking long lasting finish
that protects your truck against a wide range of extreme conditions and
extends longevity of almost any surface

Tint to virtually any color.

BSSBLT/1235 Kit - 0.78 gal (2.96 L)
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. Tintable Shake & Shoot can be
sprayed using a Dominion Sure Seal’s Schutz gun (BUPASS), brushed or
rolled onto virtually any surface to provide a tough, durable, UV resistant
urethane coating.

BGG2LV/10086 Black Kit - 0.45 Gal (1.7 L)

BGG21LV/10087 Black 1.8 Gal (6.8 L)

BGG2WLV/10088 White

BGG21WLV/10089 White

Kit -

Kit - 0.45 Gal (1.7 L)

Kit - 1.8 Gal (6.8 L)

Ultra chemical resistant aerosol bedliner. Seals out
moisture and corrosion. Remains permanently
flexible. Abrasive resistant. Great anti-skid coating.
Can be used for touching up tears, scratches and
chips in spray-in bedliners Requires 4-6 cans to
cover average size pick up truck bed

SEZL/24040 - 467 g/16.47 oz
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Dominion Sure Seal’s
Quality Bedliners

Dominion Sure Seal’s
Quality Bedliners

Dominion Sure Seal’s
Quality Bedliners

Dominion Sure Seal’s
Quality Bedliners

Use Elephant Hide as spray-in liner for trucks
and vans. A coating for trailers, boats, RV’s,
farm equipment buses speaker boxes
concrete and wood. Extremely tough 2 Part
polyurethane base For use with TBDL3
application gun, as well as bulk spray
equipment

BEH/100111 Kit - 4500 ml/152.16 fl oz U.S.

BEHABP/100115 Kit - 5 Gal/18.9 L pail set

BEHADR/100116 Part A - 50 Gal/189 L drum

BEHBDR/100117
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Part A - 50 Gal/189 L drum

GATOR GUARD II

Ready to apply kit VOC content meets the 200 g/L (1.67 lb/gal)
limit for Truck Bedliner Coatings. California Compliant.

EZ LINER EZ LINER AEROSOL

HIPPO LINER

SHAKE & SHOOT

TINTABLE SHAKE & SHOOT

ELEPHANT HIDE


